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Let !& be a class of digraphs. Supposing that the strongly connected subgraphs of digraphs in !$I 
have unbounded size we show that every automaton is isomorphicalfy simulated by a network of 
two-state automata with underlying digraph in %i. The converse statement holds, too. 
A transformation semigroup is a pair T = (A, S), where A is a finite nonempty set 
and S is a semigroup of mappings A + A. If S is a group of permutations on A, 
then T is a transformation group. The following definition is taken from [2f. Let 
T= (A, S) and T’ = (A’, S’) be transformation semigroups. T divides T’, in notation 
T< T’, if there exists a nonempty set B c A’ and functions h : B -+ A, p : S -+ S’ such 
that h is surjective, and moreover, a(sq) E B and a(sq)h = ahs, for all aE B and 
SE S. If h is a bijection, then T is embedded in T’, denoted T&T’. The concept of 
division is also defined for semigroups S and S’: SK S’ if S is a homomorphic image 
of a subsemigroup of S’. Although the results of this note could be stated in terms 
of transformation semigroups, to obtain a better insight we also introduce 
automata. An automaton A = (A, X, 6) consists of a finite nonempty set of states A, 
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a finite set of input letters X, and a transition 6 : A xX--f A. For a given letter x E X, 
the transition induced by x is the function xA that takes any state a E A to 6(a, x). 
Set S&4) = (xA 1 x&Y). The semigroup S(A) generated by S&4) is the sem~group 
of the automaton A. The transformation semigroup T(A) = (A, S(A)) is called the 
transformation semigroup of A. 
Let A and B be automata. If T(A)< T(B), then A is homomorph~ca~~y simulated 
by B, cf. [5]. If T(A)& T(B), then A is isomorphical,ly simulated by B. The concepts 
of subautomaton and homomorphism of automata will have standard meaning. 
We now turn to compositions of automata. Let, for i ~1, Ai= (Aj,Xi, Si) be 
automata, where I is a finite nonempty set. Let CJJ be a family of feedback functions 
Cpi : n(A; / i~I)XXjX,, i~-f, 
where X is a finite set. We define an automaton A = (A, X, 6) with A = n (A i 1 i E I) 
and 
prMa,x)) = 4(pri(a), rpi(a,x)), 
for all i E I, a E A and x E X. Of course, prj denotes the ith projection A -+ Ai. The 
automaton A is called the general product of the Ai with respect to X and q?, in 
notation, A = n(Ai 1 in 1,X, 9). Several families of products can be derived from 
the general product by imposing restrictions on the feedback dependency. Below we 
define, for a class ~3 of digraphs, the concept of @product. A directed graph 
D = (V, E) consists of a finite nonempty set of vertices I, and edges E c Vx V. Thus 
a digraph may contain loop edges. 
Definition 1. Let D = (I/,./Z) be a digraph and, for u E V, let A, = (A,,X,, 6,) be an 
automaton. A general product 
is a D-product if each feedback function rp,(a,x) is independent of any pr,(a) with 
(u, u) $ E. Let ~3 be a nonempty class of digraphs. A general product is a g-product 
if it is a D-product for some DE 53. 
In [g], D-products are called automata networks. If 63 is the class of all cycle-free 
digraphs, then the @product is just the familiar loop-free product which is further 
equivalent o the cascade composition or the a*-product, cf. [5]. Let %, be the class 
of digraphs such that the indegree of each vertex is bounded by a fixed integer i2 1. 
Then the @-product is the same as the vi-product of [l]. If %i consists of the cycles, 
then we obtain the concept of the loo~product, cf. e.g. [3]. If 9 is the class of all 
discrete digraphs with no edges at all, then the @product is known as the quasi- 
direct product. 
We will consider D-products such that each component A, is a fixed automaton 
A. Accordingly we write A “(X, rp) instead of fl(A,, / u E V, X, P), and call A “(X, p) 
a D-power of A, or ?&power if DECZJ. We denote by U=({O, l}, {x0.xl,y0,yl),6} 
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a two-state full automaton with xi inducing the constant mapping with value i, 
i=O, 1, and where ye induces the identical mapping and y, the nontrivial permuta- 
tion. The automaton U, is obtained from U by omitting the input letters y. and y, . 
Similarly, U, is the automaton obtained by removing x0 and x1. 
Theorem 2. Let 68 be a nonempty class of digraphs. The following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(2.1) Every automaton is isomorphically simulated by a g-power of 17. 
(2.2) Every automaton is homomorphically simulated by a &@-power of U. 
(2.3) For every integer n 2 1 there is a digraph in g which contains a strongly con- 
nected digraph of order at least n. 
Note that the concept of simulation, even isomorphic simulation, is essentially 
weaker than the main scope of interest in [8]. The rest of the paper is devoted to 
proving Theorem 2. We make use of several facts as well as results from [l] and [4]. 
Let D = (V, E) be a digraph and let So(D) be the set of mappings f: V-r V such 
that (0, vf) E E for any vertex u. The semigroup S(D) generated by So(D) is called 
the semigroup of D and T(D) = (V, S(D)) is the transformation semigroup of D. 
Definition 3. Let 9 be a nonempty class of digraphs. 
(3.1) g is isomorphically complete if every transformation semigroup is embed- 
ded in the transformation semigroup of a digraph in 9. 
(3.2) ~9 is homomorphically complete if every transformation semigroup divides 
the transformation semigroup of a digraph in g. 
(3.3) 9 is complete if every (finite) semigroup divides the semigroup of a digraph 
in g. 
Requiring (3.1) and (3.2) only for transformation groups, we obtain isomor- 
phically group complete and homomorphically group complete classes. Similarly, 91 
is group complete if every group divides the semigroup of a digraph in 9. 
Group complete classes play an important role in the study of al-products. The 
following partial result is extracted from [4]. A branch in a digraph is a pair of 
nonloop edges (u,, u2), (ur, u3) with u2# 03. 
Theorem 4. Let $8 be a nonempty class of digraphs containing all loop edges. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(4.1) G@ is isomorphically group complete. 
(4.2) 91 is homomorphically group complete. 
(4.3) 9 is group complete. 
(4.4) For every integer nz3 there is a digraph in 97 which has a strongly con- 
nected subgraph of order at least n and contains a branch. 
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Corollary 5. Let $3 be as in Theorem 4. The folIowing are equivalent. 
(5.1) SZJ is isomorphically complete. 
(5.2) $I is homo~~orphicaIly complete. 
(5.3) 9 is complete. 
(5.4) condition (4.4) holds. 
We only have to show that (4.4) implies (5.1). This derives from the following 
fact. 
Proposition 6. Let n :, 2 be an integer and D = (V, E) a strongly connected igraph 
of order n f 1. Suppose that D contains a bransh and all loop edges. If T= (A, S) 
is a transformation semigroup with jAl% n, then T&T(D). 
Proof. Let A be a set of n eIements and denote by T, the semigroup of all map- 
pings A + A. We show that (A, T,)&T(D). Let S, be the symmetric group of all 
permutations on A. It is proved in [4] that (A,S,&T(D). Let u. be a fixed vertex 
in I/ and V’= V- (uO}. Choose vertices u1,u2c I” such that either (u,,u~)EE or 
(ui, u,), (uO, u2) E E. There exists a mapping f E S(D) with utf= u2f = u2 and such 
that, for o E I/‘- (ut, u2f, uf = u, tl 
For closely related results see [S], in particular Proposition 5, and the references 
therein. 
We now return to compositions of automata. The digraph of an automaton 
A=(A,X,& is D=(A,E) with E=((a,b)j 3xcX: &a,x)=b). 
Proposition 7. Let A be an automaton with digraph D. Then A is isomorphic to 
a subautomaton of a D-power of LJ,. 
Proof. Let us note A = (A, X, S). Define a D-power C= (C, X, S’) = Ut(X, cp) by the 
following rule. For all bEA, cgC and XE X, 
v)*(c, x) = x1 ’ 
if 3a E A: pr,(c) = 1 and 6(a,x) = b, 
x0, otherwise. 
Let C’= (C’, X, S’) be the subautomaton of C with state set 
C’= {cEC~ 3 !agA: pr,(c) = 11. 
It is clear that C’ is isomorphic to A, one isomorphism is the map cl-‘a iff 
pr,(c) = 1. q 
Corollary 8. Let A be an automaton and D a digraph. 
(8.1) If T(A)& T(D), then A is isomorphically simulated by a D-power of U,. 
(8.2) If T(A) < T(D), then A is homomorphically simulated by a D-power of lJO. 
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Proof. We only prove the first statement. There is an automaton B with T(B)= 
T(D) and such that the digraph of B is a subgraph of D. By Proposition 7, B is 
isomorphic to a subautomaton of a D-power C of U,, so that B is also isomor- 
phically simulated by C. The proof is completed by using the transitivity of isomor- 
phic simulation. 0 
Corollary 9. Let n 2 2 be an integer and A an automaton with at most n states. Let 
D be a strongly connected digraph of order n + 1 which contains a branch and all 
loop edges. Then A is isomorphically simulated by a D-power of U,. 
Proof. By Corollary 8 and Proposition 6. 0 
Corollary 10. Let 9 be a nonempty class of digraphs. 
(10.1) If $3 is isomorphically complete, then every automaton is isomorphically 
simulated by a C&power of U,. 
(10.2) If 91 is homomorphically complete, then every automaton is homomor- 
phically simulated by a G&power of lJO. 
(10.3) If 9 is complete, then every automaton is homomorphically simulated by 
a quasi-direct power of a Spa wer of (lo. 
Proof. We prove the last statement. Let A be a full automaton on n states, so that 
T(A) =(A, T,). Let DE 9 with T,<S(D). We show that A is homomorphically 
simulated by a quasi-direct power of a D-power of 17,. From Proposition 7 we 
obtain that an automaton B with T(B) = T(D) is isomorphically simulated by a D- 
power of ZJ,. Since T,< S(B) and A is generated by a single state, in fact by any 
state, A is homomorphically simulated by a quasi-direct power of B. Cl 
Let A = (A, X, 6) be an automaton with digraph D. We define a new automaton 
Ad= (A, So(D), 6’) by letting 6’(a, f) = af for all a E A and f E S,(D). Thus, for 
A = 6, i= 0, 1, Ad is essentially the automaton U. For a digraph D, let D- (D’) be 
the digraph obtained by removing (adding) all loop edges. If 33 is a nonempty class 
of digraphs, let gD+ = {D+ 1 D E g} . 
Lemma 11. Any D-power of an automaton A is isomorphic to a D--power of Ad. 
Proof. Let B = A “(Y, 9) be a D-power of A = (A, X, p), where I/ is the vertex set of 
D. For u E I/ and a E A, define the functions p. : A “--f A”-{‘) and qu,a :A “-t”} -+ 
A” by the following rules: 
p,(b) = c iff Vu E V- {u}: b(u) = c(u), 
q&c) = b iff b(u) = a and VU E V- (u]: c(u) = b(u). 
Now let ph : AVP{“) x Y-t &(0(A)) and I+Y” : A”x Y-, &(0(A)) be given by 
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It is clear that the D--power Al(Y, t+~) is the automaton B. El 
Corollary 12. LeC %i be a nonempty class of digraphs. If &$I+ is complete, then 
every automaton is isomorphicaliy simulated by a @-power of U, 
Proof. From Corollary 5, Corollary 10 and Lemma 11. 17 
The following theorem is a special case of the main result in [il. 
Theorem 13, Let D be a cycle of order n. Then every automaton with at most fz 
states is isomorphically simulated by a D-power qf U, . 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (2.3) * (2.1). If 9’ is complete, then apply Corollary 12. 
Otherwise, by Corollary 5, the cycles that are subgraphs of members of 9 have un- 
bounded order. Apply Theorem 13. 
(2.2) * (2.3) Suppose that any strongly connected digraph which is a subgraph 
of a member of 9 has order at most n. Let A be a D-power of U with DE 23. Let 
G be a simple group with G<S(A). We use the Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition 
Theorem, cf. [2] or [5], to prove that G < &. Let D,, . . . , Dk be all the strongly 
connected components of D. For i= 1, . . . , k, there exists a Di-power Ai of U such 
that A is isomorphic to a loop-free product of the A,. Since G< S(A), by the 
Krohn-Rhodes Decomposition Theorem, G<S(A,) for some i. Since Ai has at 
most 2” states, G < S,. . Cl 
Remarks. Let x be a finite class of automata and 9 a class of digraphs. Suppose 
that the order of the strongly connected subgraphs of members of 98 is bounded. 
Then there is an integer n such that if a simple group divides the semigroup of a 
g-product of automata from X, then its order is at most n. Theorem 2 impiies IS, 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.41 and [6, Theorem 21. 
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